
10. Revision Test 

1. What are the four Divisions of a COBOL program? (List them in the 
correct order). What would each one contain? (Lesson S) 

2. Name two Sections which could appear in the third Division of a COBOL 
program. (Make sure that they are correctly spelled) (.5.) 

3. Where should Division names start on a COBOL coding sheet? 
(Q) 

4. What would be meant by an asterisk (*) in column 7 of a coding sheet? 
(.6) 

S. In which Division should program instructions be placed? 
(.5.) 

6. In which columns should program instructions be written? 
(!i) 

7. Which columns can usually be left blank. (.6) 
8. Which columns are known as Area A ? (!i) 
9. Which columns are known as Area B ? (.6) 
10. What is a 'Reserved Word' ? (7J 
11. What is a 'Programmer-Defined Word' ? (7J 
12. What are programmer-defiried words used for? (7) 
13. Which characters may usually be used to make up a programmer-defined 

word? (7J 
14. How long maya programmer-defined word be? (1) 
IS. Give two examples of COBOL Reserved Words. (7) 
16. What is meant by the symbols 'A', 'X' and '9' in descriptions of data items 

? (~ 
17. What is meant by a number in brackets placed after one of the symbols 

mentioned in 16? (8) 
18. If a field is defined as follows -

01 STUDENT-NAME PIC A(lS) 
which of the following items of data could not be stored in it ? (in each 
case give a reason). 
a) Bill b) R2D2 c) BILL d) Anne 
e) lOO1 f) John Smith g) AAAAAAA 
h) Jonathon William Jones i) Henry VIII (8.) 

19. Comment on the suitability of each of the following data descriptions: 

a) 01 STAFF-NAME PIC X(S). 
b) 01 STAFF-ADDRESS PIC A(SO). 
c) 01 MARK-OUT-OF-TEN PIC 999. 
d) 01 PERCENTAGE-MARK PIC 9. 
e) 01 ANNUAL-SALARY PIC 9(3). (~ 

20. Correct the errors in the following data description: 
01 STAFF-DETAILS PIC X(100) . 

05 STAFF-NAME PIC A(40) . 
10 SURNAME PIC A(15) . 
10 FIRST-NAMES PIC A(25) . 

05 STAFF-ADDRESS PIC X (50) . (2) 
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